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prohibited for offenders up to 14 and strictly limited for those
14-16. A less successful experiment was that of 'preventive
detention9 for habitual criminals under another 1908 Act.
Taken together, this great body of reforms did much, not merely
to improve English criminal administration, but to humanize
the outlook of English society. Their principal author, behind
the parliamentarians, was Sir Evelyn Ruggles-Brise, then chair-
man of the Prison Commission; a man of'humanity and insight
beyond the common'.1
Prison reform was necessarily an affair of the central govern-
ment. But in most other directions an important part was taken
by the local authorities. Only now was the full value realized
of the democratic machinery set up under the acts of 1888 and
1894. For many purposes touching people's daily lives it was
much increased by a development exemplified in the Education
Act of 1902. That act in creating the education committees
made stipulations as to their composition; each was to have a
part of its membership co-opted from outside the council, and
each was to contain women. Both principles proved their use-
fulness, and came to be applied in many directions. The method
of co-option rendered it possible to get public work out of suit-
able private people on a large scale; and hybrid bodies sprang
up—Children's Care Committees, Choice of Employment Com-
mittees, Infants' Welfare Committees, and others—where this
was often done to great effect. Meanwhile the volume and
efficiency of regular municipal work advanced almost every-
where, and in its train the material environment of people's lives
was continually being improved. To give instances at haphazard,
this was a period of better roads, cleaner streets, ampler lighting,
better systems of sewerage and drainage, more numerous parks,
better equipped free libraries, and more efficient inspection
under the Adulteration Acts and Weights and Measures Acts.
These things in themselves meant a higher standard of life,
irrespective of money incomes.
Change and progress nowhere showed more through these
years than in the navy and army. Their leading exponent in
the one case was Fisher, in the other Haldane.
Fisher's reforms began in 1902-3, when he was at the admir-
alty as second sea lord in charge of personnel. In 1903 the old
cadet-ship Britannia was abolished, and Dartmouth College
1 L. W. Fox, The Modern English Prison (1934), 38-

